Fortnightly Gathering Awards

Lucky Draw: Tyson Barwick-Stackman, Ashton Gallagher and Charlie White

Kinder - Mrs Platts
Oliver Motley: For showing CONFIDENCE and PERSISTENCE singing our Eisteddfod song perfectly, when in front of the class.
Neville Riley: For being a hardworking student who uses his GETTING ALONG, CONFIDENCE and PERSISTENCE keys in the classroom and playground.

Year 1 - Miss Rich
Natalie Williams: For CONFIDENCE during class discussions.
Julius Kim: For CONFIDENCE during class discussions.

Year 1/2 - Miss Jones
Liam Dawson: For giving his best in all tasks.
Charlie White: For consistently working to the best of his ability.

Year 2/3 - Mrs Clarke/Mrs Harwood
Shae Stone-Glover: For using her GETTING ALONG skills to help others in the playground.
Tobi Jolliffe: For using her GETTING ALONG skills to help others in the playground.

Year 3/4 - Mr Lester
Jareth Purss: For wonderful transformations and using his CONFIDENCE key.
Tshawnti Jerrard: For wonderful transformations and using his CONFIDENCE key.

Year 4/5 - Mrs Walsh
Jayla Kim-Green: For always trying her best.

Noah Hunt: For improved behaviour both in the classroom and playground.

Year 6 - Ms Richardson
Freddy Riley: For showing great PERSISTENCE when completing work.
Alyssa Jarrett: For being such a settled and focused member of our class.

MC - Mrs Lord
Joshua Lansley-Irving: For joining in class activities and completing all of his morning work.

Library - Mrs Watts
Noah Hunt: For working cooperatively with others.

AEO - Mr Cutmore
Natasha Landsborough: For excelling in all her class work.

ESL - Mrs Paris
Kieth Welbia: For great improvement in writing sentences.

A huge thank you, to all of our parents who came in and celebrated their culture with our students. Inside this newsletter you will see a few of the students enjoying the many and varied activities on Friday. In Gathering our ESL students pointed out on a world map where their country is and then shared an interesting fact about it. A few of the students wore their national celebration dress to show us.

We are so fortunate to have these wonderful students in our school where we can learn about their culture every day.

On Friday morning I had the pleasure of joining the P & C president and the two school captains at the Quota International Women’s Day Breakfast. I was very proud of the captains Lisa and Kiesha who were representing our school at this function. They were asked to step up and draw the winners of their raffle and did so very confidently. Many women stopped the President – Miranda after the breakfast and asked which school they were attending and commented on their confidence, presentation in their full school uniforms and what an outstanding job they did when called to the front of the gathering of nearly 120 people.

I would like to welcome Miss Wendy Foster from Hillview Public School, Tamworth, as the Instructional Leader for 2016. Miss Foster will be working in supporting the teachers in literacy and numeracy specifically K-2.

At our last SRC meeting the young leaders voted to raise funds to support Fiji. Cyclone Winston was the strongest tropical cyclone to ever hit Fiji and it has left a trail of total destruction with many casualties as well as many homes destroyed and people having to shelter in evacuation centre. There will also be a red/white donation tin situated at the front office if you would like to make a further donation. All funds can make a difference to the urgent recovery efforts underway in Fiji.

There will be a disco on Wednesday evening the 23.3.16 for the students in Years 3-6. The cost will be $2.00 to enter and the students will be given a light refreshment part way through the evening. The theme of the evening is EASTER, and there will be a prize for the best dressed. So start thinking about your costume and more information will be coming.

For the students in Kindergarten to Year 2 there will be a disco/games afternoon run by the school student leaders from 1.30pm with an Easter egg hunt.
The leaders are very busy organising this event so please show your support for this very worthy cause.

Julianne Crompton
Dean Widders came and officially handed over the container to the school from The Sydney University.

Dean gave the students some helpful hints on how to live a good, positive life.

Dean also told the students how he got to represent Rugby League for Australia and how his dream was to play football.

Congratulations!

Everyone had a great time at our Multicultural Day

Having fun skipping
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